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Here Come The Bunnies: A Touch And Feel Board Book With A Fold Out Surprise (Clap Hands)
AMELIA IS A VERY BIG BUNNY. At recess, the other bunnies tell her that her feet are too long for hopscotch, they say she’s too tall to jump rope, and of course, no one will get on the seesaw with her. Amelia is a very big and lonely bunny. But when a new very small bunny
named Susannah arrives in the classroom, something amazing happens. Readers will delight as they watch Amelia transform from a shy bunny into a confident friend. From author-illustrator Marisabina Russo comes an endearing tale that celebrates the power of friendship and
the fun of standing out in a crowd. With lively accessible artwork, here is the perfect book for every little bunny who worries about fitting in.
Clap hands and make friends with the tractors in this fun touch and feel book.
This is a story about a poodle who has other animal friends, loves to travel and have adventures. In this first story, he travels back to his homeland of Germany,does a lot of walking to see the country side and makes new friends along the way.
Presents a collection of stories and poems celebrating the world of rabbits.
Here Comes Skipper
A to Zoo: Subject Access to Children's Picture Books, 10th Edition
A Touch and Feel Book with a Fold-out Surprise
Everything the Son Will Do, His Father in Heaven Has Already Done
Early Education Curriculum: A Child’s Connection to the World
With Audio Recording
I am a bunny. My name is Nicholas. I live in a hollow tree. In the spring, Nicholas likes to sniff the flowers, and in the summer, watch the frogs in the pond. In the fall, he watches the animals getting ready for winter, and in winter, watches the snow falling from the sky. One of Golden's most beloved titles, this beautifully illustrated, gentle story is now available as an eBook.
In her first book, Here Comes the Bridegroom! Judy Grehan shows how the ancient Jewish wedding customs are the key that unlocks a long-lost treasure chest overflowing with biblical insight. Out spills breathtaking new understanding about the true relationship, not only between Jesus and the church, but also between God the Father and the Jewish people. And right
behind them come new understanding about events yet to come, including the order of end-time events, and brand new insight into the rapture and the wedding banquet in heaven! Take a step back—and forward—in time to discover how all the events of Jesus's first and second coming appear, one-by-one and in their proper order, as the ancient Jewish wedding customs
progress from the proposal to the consummation—and beyond.
"Jon Swift + Witches of Eastwick + Kelly 'Get In Trouble' Link + Mean Girls + Creative Writing Degree Hell! No punches pulled, no hilarities dodged, no meme unmangled! O Bunny you are sooo genius!" —Margaret Atwood, via Twitter "A wild, audacious and ultimately unforgettable novel." —Michael Schaub, Los Angeles Times "Awad is a stone-cold genius." —Ann Bauer,
The Washington Post The Vegetarian meets Heathers in this darkly funny, seductively strange novel from the acclaimed author of 13 Ways of Looking at a Fat Girl "We were just these innocent girls in the night trying to make something beautiful. We nearly died. We very nearly did, didn't we?" Samantha Heather Mackey couldn't be more of an outsider in her small, highly
selective MFA program at New England's Warren University. A scholarship student who prefers the company of her dark imagination to that of most people, she is utterly repelled by the rest of her fiction writing cohort--a clique of unbearably twee rich girls who call each other "Bunny," and seem to move and speak as one. But everything changes when Samantha receives
an invitation to the Bunnies' fabled "Smut Salon," and finds herself inexplicably drawn to their front door--ditching her only friend, Ava, in the process. As Samantha plunges deeper and deeper into the Bunnies' sinister yet saccharine world, beginning to take part in the ritualistic off-campus "Workshop" where they conjure their monstrous creations, the edges of reality
begin to blur. Soon, her friendships with Ava and the Bunnies will be brought into deadly collision. The spellbinding new novel from one of our most fearless chroniclers of the female experience, Bunny is a down-the-rabbit-hole tale of loneliness and belonging, friendship and desire, and the fantastic and terrible power of the imagination. Named a Best Book of 2019 by
TIME, Vogue, Electric Literature, and The New York Public Library
THE BUNNY ADVENTURES: OVER A MILLION COPIES SOLD! There are lots of sleepy animals to wake up in this bouncy, energetic picture book. Lift the flaps, then hop with the little bunnies, cheep with the chicks, baa with the lambs and mew with the kittens. An interactive book, full of non-stop fun, based on the popular nursery rhyme 'Sleeping Bunnies'. This is full of
the joys of spring and the perfect gift all year round. From the illustrator of the bestselling We're Going on an Egg Hunt.
A Touch and Feel Book
Duck and Goose
The Joyous Book of Singing Games
Pat the Bunny
A Touch-And-feel Board Book
The Storytime Handbook
Whether used for thematic story times, program and curriculum planning, readers' advisory, or collection development, this updated edition of the well-known companion makes finding the right picture books for your library a breeze. Offers easy subject access to children's picture books Features a user-friendly organization Provides in-depth indexing and full bibliographic detail
Here Come the BunniesA Touch and Feel Book with a Fold-out SurprisePat-a-Cake
Follows the efforts of Peter Cottontail to compete against the nefarious Iron Tail in order to secure his position as the Easter Bunny.
(Lyric Library). An unprecedented collection of popular lyrics that will appeal to all music fans! Includes songs from yesterday and today, from Broadway to Rock 'n' Roll. Highlights include: American Pie * Bennie and the Jets * Blueberry Hill * Brown Eyed Girl * Come What May * Don't Cry for Me Argentina * Dream Weaver * Fame * Free Bird * Fun, Fun, Fun * The Girl from Ipanema * Goodnight, Irene * Green River * Hakuna Matata * Have I Told You Lately * Heart of Glass * I Can't
Stop Loving You * I Love Paris * I Still Haven't Found What I'm Looking For * Jessie's Girl * Jump * Kansas City * Killer Queen * Last Kiss * Livin' La Vida Loca * MacArthur Park * A Matter of Trust * My Cherie Amour * Now You Has Jazz * Oh Sherrie * Popular * Photograph * Proud Mary * The Rain in Spain * Rocket Man * Runaway * Sixteen Candles * Smells Like Teen Spirit * Somebody to Love * Tears in Heaven * That's Life * These Dreams * Under the Sea * Venus * Walk on the
Wild Side * We Are Family * You've Lost That Lovin' Feelin' * Your Mama Don't Dance * Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah.
Hop Little Bunnies
Clap Hands: Here Come the Cars
Here Comes the Corpse
A Tom & Scott Mystery
Crazy or Not, Here I Come
Goodee the Rabbit

Clap hands and play with this range of exciting toddler touch-and-feel books! Here Come the Robots is a playful touch-and-feel book, full of energy, fun and of course, lots of robot friends. Toddlers will laugh, shout, clap their hands and join in the fun as the simple
text encourages them to point, count, match and talk about the silly metal buddies. With textures to feel on every page and a matching game page at the end, everyone will want to clap hands for the robots! Also available: Here Come the Monkeys, Here Come the Kittens, Here
Come the Puppies, Here Come the Dinosaurs, Here Come the Chicks, Here Come the Bunnies, Here Come the Tractors, Here Come the Cars, Here Come the Monsters, Here Come the Llamas, Here Come the Mermaids, Here Come the Dragons
Dust bunnies who enjoy rhyming games and a boisterous cat who likes to chase and grab learn how to play together.
Clap hands and play with this range of exciting toddler touch-and-feel books! Here Come the Bunnies is a playful touch-and-feel book, full of energy, fun and of course, lots of cute bunny friends! Toddlers will laugh, shout, clap their hands and join in the fun as the
simple text encourages them to point, count, match and talk about the friendly, fluffy pals playing on every page. With textures to feel on every page and a big, fold-out surprise at the end, everyone will want to clap hands for the bunnies! Also available: Here Come the
Monkeys, Here Come the Kittens, Here Come the Puppies, Here Come the Dinosaurs, Here Come the Chicks
A rabbit explores a garden, finding flowers of every color, before hopping home for a nap and dreams of rainbows. Rhyming clues invite the reader to answer the question: What does bunny see? Linda Sue Park’s sprightly verses and Maggie Smith’s cheerful illustrations will
delight young children, as each turn of the page yields a colorful surprise.
Here Comes the Bridegroom!
Here Come the Bunnies
Here Come the Puppies
Bunnies in the Bathroom
Complete Lyrics for Over 1000 Songs from Broadway to Rock
Primary Education
“I would like to thank myself for the miracle of my being here today.” These are the words Dawn spoke before members of the FDA Psychopharmacologic Drug Advisory Committee Hearing in 2006 before she described her prescription drug-related experience—an ordeal that began five years earlier… With a successful and coveted career in the concert tour arena, a blossoming new relationship, and
her beloved dog Simon at her side, Dawn sets off for a sunny vacation in Florida between tours. But when she is prescribed an anti-anxiety medication for a minor problem, her charmed life quickly spirals into mania, insomnia, religious preoccupations, impulsive actions, grandiose behaviors, suicidal ideation, and psychosis. The world-altering events of September 11 further propel a delusional Dawn into a
full-blown paranoid, psychotic war—and she is brutally taken into custody, involuntarily committed to a mental crisis institution, and drugged even more. In riveting detail, Dawn takes the reader on a wild and terrifying ride of insanity. As the drugs are flushed from her system, she begins to regain control over her life and eventually flourish, and now she shares her harrowing story to shed light on the dark
epidemic of pharmaceutical drug-generated violence, suicide, homicide, and terrorism.
Fresh, fun ideas for children’s storytime fill this book. The author, a long-time storytime facilitator, has put together 52 weekly themes plus additional plans for holidays, all with detailed instructions for talking about the theme and choosing the books, crafts, songs, poems, games and snacks. Each storytime idea is illustrated with photographs of a suggested craft and snack for easy reference. Libraries,
bookstores, preschools and parents alike can use this book to offer themed storytimes that include discussion, literature, art, music, movement and food. Options are provided for each storytime, so the ideas can be used year after year.
Clap hands and play with this range of exciting toddler touch-and-feel books! Here Come the Cars is a playful touch-and-feel book, full of energy, fun and friendly cars. Toddlers will laugh, shout, clap their hands and join in the fun as the simple text encourages them to point, match and talk about the cars on every page. With textures to feel and a fun matching game at the end, everyone will want to clap
hands for the cars! Also available: Here Come the Monkeys, Here Come the Kittens, Here Come the Puppies, Here Come the Dinosaurs, Here Come the Chicks, Here Come the Bunnies, Here Come the Unicorns, Here Comes Christmas, Here Come the Mummies and Babies, Here Come the Dragons, Here Come the Tractors
Here's the perfect bedtime read-aloud for the very youngest child. The text is filled with fun noises—click clack, click clack—and a repeating refrain—good night, good night, sleep tight—that's sure to have kids chiming in as they follow the antics of these bunnies who won't stay in bed. Kids will identify with the mischievous bunnies and their desire to play. Meanwhile, parents will empathize with Mama
and Daddy's struggle to get them to sleep.
Devoted to All Phases of Nature-study in Elementary Schools
A Novel
Early Education Curriculum: A Child's Connection to the World
Collected and Arranged with Pianoforte Accompaniments
Duck & Goose, Here Comes the Easter Bunny!
Here Comes the Easter Cat
A cat with flair to spare, an Easter Bunny with a job to do, and a hilarious break from sticky-sweet Easter fare for fans of Patrick McDonnell and the Pigeon books by Mo Willems. Why should the Easter Bunny get all the love? That's what Cat would like to know. So he
decides to take over: He dons his sparkly suit, jumps on his Harley, and roars off into the night. But it turns out delivering Easter eggs is hard work. And it doesn't leave much time for naps (of which Cat has taken five--no, seven). So when a pooped-out Easter Bunny
shows up, and with a treat for Cat, what will Cat do? His surprise solution will be stylish, smart, and even--yes--kind. An homage to classic comic strips from the author of The Quiet Book and The Loud Book, this Easter treat has a bit of bite, a sweet center, and a
satisfying finish—sure to inspire second helpings.
The original classic touch and feel book that has been entertaining babies for over 60 years.
Clap hands and play with this range of exciting toddler touch-and-feel books! Here Come the Mummies and Babies is a playful touch-and-feel book, full of energy, fun and of course, lots of cute mummy and baby animals! Toddlers will laugh, shout, clap their hands and join in
the fun as the simple text encourages them to point, count, match and talk about the friendly, fluffy pals playing on every page. With textures to feel on every page and a matching game page at the end, everyone will want to clap hands for the mummies and babies! Also
available: Here Come the Monkeys, Here Come the Kittens, Here Come the Puppies, Here Come the Dinosaurs, Here Come the Chicks, Here Come the Bunnies
Duck and Goose attempt to find a hiding place where they can wait for the Easter Bunny without being seen. Full color.
Lyrics (Songbook)
Here Comes the Big, Mean Dust Bunny!
What Does Bunny See?
Bunny
No Bunnies Here!
Clap Hands: Here Come the Tractors
Duck and Goose are wondering if this is an egg?
Skeeter, the Ski Bunny is about learning a new activity and sharing it with one's friends and family. While playing a game of Hide and Seek, the curious little bunny stumbles upon a fun activity, and decides to try it himself. Although, at first, he falls down over and over, he does not give up. By practicing and using trial and error techniques, Skeeter teaches himself how
to ski. Then he shares the fun with his bunny family so that all can enjoy the snow activity together.
The sixth edition of EARLY EDUCATION CURRICULUM: A CHILD'S CONNECTION TO THE WORLD focuses on the process of planning and implementing a curriculum, and setting up an inclusive child-centered environment. This text meets the needs of a diverse range of students and experienced teachers, helping them to make informed decisions about curriculum
content as well as to develop creative thinking and the ability to effectively apply theory to an early childhood classroom setting. Updated to include the most current research and standards, the sixth edition presents new material on brain research that underlies teaching ideas as well as new information on reflective practice, intentional teaching, and using the
environment as a teaching tool. The book retains its strong applied focus on the how-to's of teaching, with many new hands-on teaching tips and six new chapters on topics such as observation and assessment, fine motor and manipulatives, and large motor and outdoor play. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Deciding to formalize their long-term relationship, high-school teacher Tom Mason and his lover, professional baseball player Scott Carpenter, plan a high-profile wedding, but the celebration takes a baffling turn when Tom's ex-boyfriend turns up dead in the bathroom during the reception and Tom finds himself the prime suspect in the murder.
Clap Hands: Here Come the Robots
A Full Year of Themed Programs, with Crafts and Snacks
Rhyming Dust Bunnies
Ogilvy
Here Come the Mummies and Babies
The clothes don't make the bunny in this new picture book from New York Times-bestselling author Deborah Underwood, illustrated by T. L. McBeth. When Ogilvy moves to a new town, the possibilities feel endless. There are so many new bunny friends and fun things to do together! But in this town, bunnies in dresses play ball and knit socks, and bunnies in sweaters make art and
climb rocks. Ogilvy wants to do everything—and won't let a sweater or a dress get in the way.
A laugh-filled, bunny-filled new picture book from author-illustrator dream team Tammi Sauer and Ross Burach, just in time for Easter baskets and spring celebrations. From the author of Wordy Birdy and the illustrator of The Very Impatient Caterpillar comes a hilarious picture book about a super-sassy bunny who tries to save himself and his cotton-tailed pals from a wolf by
conning him into thinking they are not bunnies, despite the fact that a.) they are very clearly bunnies and b.) more and more (and more!) bunnies keep showing up. How many bunnies are in this book? A LOT! Young readers and their parents won't be able to stop giggling at this chatty, boisterous, fur-filled, fun-filled caper.
Mandy, the daughter of two veterinarians, introduces her sad friend John to the happy and uplifting world of rabbits.
Packed with hands-on tips, Beaver/Wyatt's EARLY EDUCATION CURRICULUM: A CHILD'S CONNECTION TO THE WORLD, 8th Edition, shows you how to conduct observations and assessments, plan and implement a curriculum, set up an inclusive child-centered environment, plan developmentally appropriate activities in 11 subject areas and use technology in early learning
programs. Students and experienced teachers alike will learn how to make informed decisions about curriculum content, develop creative thinking skills and effectively apply development and learning theory. Updated with the latest research and national standards, the 8th Edition presents material on brain research that underlies teaching ideas as well as information on reflective
practice, intentional teaching, the environment as a teaching tool and equity and diversity. Case studies enable you to apply your knowledge to real-life issues. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Book of Colors and Flowers
A Touch-and-feel Board Book
The Bunnies Are Not in Their Beds
Five Funny Bunnies
I Am a Bunny
Skeeter, the Ski Bunny
Some puppies are out and about, doing clever things.
The dust bunnies are back for another round of rhyming fun. But this time a big MEAN dust bunny wants to play—and run and chase and grab! Can the four little dust bunnies get that bully to play nice? Jan Thomas’s lovable critters shine again in this hilarious rhyme-filled book that starts with scares and ends with…smiles.
Bug! Rug! Mug! Hug! These dust bunnies love to rhyme. Well, except for Bob. Much to the other bunnies’ frustration, Bob can never get the rhythm right. Then he saves everyone from a big, scary monster wielding—gasp!—a broom, and they all breathe a sigh of relief. But can Bob save them from the big, scary monster’s next attack? Vrrrrrroooommm...
A playful peek-a-boo cover reveals five funny bunnies for preschoolers to count in every sweet scene of this board book. Perfect for Easter baskets! Five funny bunnies dash through the trees, over the flowers and through the leaves. The Easter Bunny calls, "Come out of the clover!" But only four little bunnies hop-hop over. This board book features a rhyming read-aloud text with five sparkling bunnies as they peer through a die-cut cover. Each page turn
provides a playful reveal--including a starring role by the Easter Bunny. Share this with preschoolers ready to hop into reading and counting!
A Very Big Bunny
Here Comes Peter Cottontail (Peter Cottontail)
The Nature-study Review
The Golden Bunny
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